Triple diffusive flow of Casson nanofluid with buoyancy forces and nonlinear thermal radiation over a horizontal plate
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Abstract The presence of more than one solute diffused in fluid mixtures is very often requested for discussing the natural phenomena such as transportation of contaminants, underground water, acid rain and so on. In the paper, the effect of nonlinear thermal radiation on triple diffusive convective boundary layer flow of Casson nanofluid along a horizontal plate is theoretically investigated. Similarity transformations are utilized to reduce the governing partial differential equations into a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The reduced equations are numerically solved using Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg fourth-fifth order method along with shooting technique. The impact of several existing physical parameters on velocity, temperature, solutal and nanofluid concentration profiles are analyzed through graphs and tables in detail. It is found that, modified Dufour parameter and Dufour solutal Lewis number enhances the temperature and solutal concentration profiles respectively.
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Nomenclature

c_p \quad – \text{specific heat coefficient of nanoparticles}
c_s \quad – \text{specific heat coefficient of fluid}
C \quad – \text{concentration}
D_B \quad – \text{Brownian diffusion coefficient}
D_{CT} \quad – \text{soret type diffusivity}
D_S \quad – \text{solutal diffusivity}
D_T \quad – \text{thermophoretic diffusion coefficient}
f \quad – \text{dimensionless velocity components}
g \quad – \text{gravitational acceleration}
q_r \quad – \text{radiative heat flux}
Pr \quad – \text{Prandtl number}
Ra_a \quad – \text{local Rayleigh number}
u, v \quad – \text{velocity components}
x, y \quad – \text{Cartesian coordinates}

Greek symbols

\alpha \quad – \text{thermal diffusivity of the fluid}
\beta \quad – \text{casson fluid parameter}
\eta \quad – \text{similarity variable}
\theta \quad – \text{dimensionless fluid temperature}
theta_w \quad – \text{temperature ratio parameter}
\mu \quad – \text{coefficient of fluid viscosity}
\sigma \quad – \text{Stefan-Boltzmann constant}
\tau \quad – \text{ratio of effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle material to heat capacity of the fluid}
\phi \quad – \text{dimensionless nanoparticle volume fraction}
\chi \quad – \text{dimensionless solute concentration}
\psi \quad – \text{stream function}

Subscripts

w \quad – \text{conditions at the wall}
\infty \quad – \text{free stream condition}

1 Introduction

Triple diffusive convection is a natural phenomenon which can be seen in solidification of molten alloys, geothermally heated lakes, sea water and so on. It is a mixing process in which the density depends on three stratifying agencies such as heat and salts concentration having different diffusivities. When temperature and two or more component agencies are present then the physical and mathematical situation becomes increasingly richer. Griffiths extended the stability analysis of double diffusive convection flow by including the third diffusing component and he obtained that smaller dif-
fusivity of third component has significant role on the nature of diffusive instabilities [1]. Kuznetsov and Nield have analytically explained the double diffusive convective flow of a nanofluid over a vertical plate [2]. Triple convective-diffusive fluid salted mixture over a horizontal layer was studied by Rionero [3]. Shivkumara and Naveen employed modified perturbation technique to analyse the nonlinear stability of a triple diffusive convection of Couple stress fluid [4]. Khan et al. compared triple diffusive fluid mixture with double diffusive mixture in boundary layer flow and found that for assisting flow rate of heat and mass transfer is higher but opposite for opposing flow [5]. Ghalambaz et al. have theoretically analysed the fluid flow in a porous medium consisting of two dissolved pollutants and they found that buoyancy ratio parameter increases the rate of heat and mass transfer at the wall [6].

In the field of advancement of nanotechnology, nanofluid is one of the best outcome for its fascinating thermophysical properties and was introduced by Choi [7]. The thermal performance of nanomaterials is much higher than the base fluids. Hence, it is quite necessary to combine these materials for the production of advanced heat transport liquid model which has high conductivity of methods. We can find its applications in many fields such as aerodynamic extrusion of plastic sheets, applied thermal engineering, structure and characterization of polymers, properties of polymers, compounding and processing of polymers and description of major polymers, petrochemical industry and so on. Meanwhile, interesting investigations on nanofluid flow and heat transfer can be seen in [8–12]. Moreover, some of the researchers have examined the triple diffusive convection in nanofluid flow. Rana et al. have incorporated the Buongiorno model to analyze the triple diffusive convection flow of nanofluid [13]. Goyal and Bhargava have considered the binary fluid flow over a nonlinear stretching sheet suspended with solute and Al₂O₃ nanoparticles in the presence of magnetic field [14]. They found that, magnetic effect increases the thickness of the thermal, solutal and nano-mass volume fraction. Khan et al. discussed the triple diffusive boundary layer flow of nanofluid along a horizontal and vertical plate subjected to the convective boundary condition [15,16].

The model of Newtonian fluid can be utilized to describe the flow characteristics of many materials by using a single constitutive equation. But, flow aspect of most of the materials that we encounter in our daily life exhibits the characteristics of non-Newtonian fluids and the properties of
these fluids can’t be explained by a single constitutive equation as that of in the case of Newtonian fluid. Significance of these types of fluids can be found in many industry and technology such as crude oil extraction from petroleum products, processing of food stuffs, production of paper, fiber coating, bioengineering and so on. Among many non-Newtonian fluids one of the fluids called Casson fluid behaves like elastic solid which is based on the yield shear stress. The model of this type of fluid was first introduced by Casson to anticipate the flow behavior of pigment-oil suspensions [17]. Many of the investigators are working on non-Newtonian fluids and some of the recent investigations that were undertaken by researchers are in [18–24].

As most of the scientific processes such as cooling of glass sheet, astrophysical flows, space vehicle re-entry and working of many advanced energy convection systems occur at high temperature in which nonlinear thermal radiation effect start to play a superficial role and cannot be neglected. The emission from hot walls and working fluid result in the form of thermal radiation. Thus, knowledge of radiation and its influence in heat transfer is essential. Makinde and Animasaun have reported the impact of nonlinear thermal radiation and quartic chemical reaction in nanofluid flow along a horizontal surface [25]. In the analysis carried out by Mustafa et al., they obtained S shaped temperature profile for the temperature ratio parameter which signifies the case of adiabatic [26]. Archana et al. have stated the impact of nonlinear thermal radiation in three dimensional flow of Maxwell fluid suspended with nanoparticles in the presence of mass flux boundary conditions [27]. Further, this flow problem was extended by Ramesh et al. by incorporating the convective condition at the boundary along with porous effect [28]. Hussain et al. illustrated the effects of linear and nonlinear Rosseland thermal radiation through graphical representation in which they accomplished that temperature of the flow is dominated by the presence of nonlinear Rosseland thermal radiation [29]. Some more recent studies on nonlinear thermal radiation can be seen in [30,31].

As nanofluid with non-Newtonian modelling has become influential in view of its various applications, the principal aim of this investigation is to study the triple diffusive convective boundary layer flow of a Casson fluid along a horizontal plate suspended with nanoparticles. Further, triple diffusive convective boundary layer flow of non-Newtonian nanofluid in the presence of nonlinear thermal radiation has not yet been studied. Buongiorno’s model is assimilated to study the effect of Brownian motion and
Thermophoretic force. The numerical solution is retrieved using Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg fourth-fifth order method along with shooting technique for the existing problem. Effects of several dimensionless parameters have been described through the graphical representation in detail.

2 Mathematical analysis

Consider a steady, laminar boundary layer free convection flow of an incompressible Casson nanofluid past the upward face of a horizontal flat plate saturated with two different salts having different properties. It is assumed that the mixture of nanofluid and salts is homogeneous and is in local thermal equilibrium. Also, Oberbecke-Boussinesq approximation is employed.

In addition, the thermal energy equation includes regular diffusion and cross-diffusion terms for both components of salts having concentration, \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \). Let \( T_w, \ C_w, \ C_{1w}, \) and \( C_{2w} \) be the constant values of the temperature, nanoparticle, and solutal concentration of salt 1 and 2 of the plate, respectively, and these constant values are assumed to be larger than the ambient temperature, solutal concentrations, and nanoparticle concentration, which are represented by \( T_\infty, \ C_{1\infty}, \ C_{2\infty}, \) and \( C_\infty \), respectively.

With the aforesaid assumptions, governing basic equations for the present flow representing conservation of mass, momentum, thermal energy, solute 1, solute 2, and nanoparticle concentrations are as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} = 0, \tag{1}
\]

\[
\rho_f \left( u \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \right) = \mu \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\beta} \right) \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^2} - \left\{ (1 - C_{\infty}) \rho_{f\infty} \left[ \beta_T (T - T_\infty) + \beta_{c_1} (C_1 - C_{1\infty}) + \beta_{c_2} (C_2 - C_{2\infty}) \right] - (\rho_p - \rho_{f\infty}) (C - C_\infty) \right\} g, \tag{2}
\]

\[
u \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} = \alpha \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial y^2} + \tau \left[ D_B \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \frac{\partial C_1}{\partial y} + \frac{D_T}{T_\infty} \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right)^2 \right] - \frac{1}{(\rho c)_T} \frac{\partial q_T}{\partial y} + D_T C_1 \frac{\partial^2 C_1}{\partial y^2} + D_T C_2 \frac{\partial^2 C_2}{\partial y^2}, \tag{3}
\]
\[ u \frac{\partial C_1}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial C_1}{\partial y} = D_{s1} \frac{\partial^2 C_1}{\partial y^2} + DC_1T \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial y^2}, \]  
\[ u \frac{\partial C_2}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial C_2}{\partial y} = D_{s2} \frac{\partial^2 C_2}{\partial y^2} + DC_2T \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial y^2}, \]  
\[ u \frac{\partial C}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial C}{\partial y} = DB \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial y^2} + DT \frac{\partial^2 T}{T_\infty \partial y^2}, \] 

where \( u \) and \( v \) are the velocity components along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-direction respectively, \( \mu \) is the coefficient of fluid viscosity, \( \rho_f \) is the fluid density, \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration, \( \beta_T \) is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, \( \beta_{c1} \) and \( \beta_{c2} \) are the volumetric solutal expansion coefficient of salt 1 and 2 respectively, \( \rho_p \) is the density of the particles, \( T \) is the temperature of the fluid, \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are the solutal concentration of salt 1 and 2 respectively, \( C \) is the nanoparticle concentration, \( \alpha = \frac{k}{(pc)_f} \) is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid, \( k \) is the thermal conductivity, \( c_f \) and \( c_p \) are the specific heat coefficient of fluid and nanoparticle respectively, \( \tau = \frac{(pc)_p}{(pc)_f} \) is the ratio of effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle material to heat capacity of the fluid, \( q_r \) is the radiative heat flux, \( D_B \) is the Brownian diffusion coefficient, \( D_T \) is the thermophoretic diffusion coefficient, \( D_{TC} \) and \( D_{CT} \) are the Dufour and Soret type diffusivity, \( D_S \) is the solutal diffusivity.

The boundary conditions for the present flow analysis are:

\[ u = 0, \ v = 0, \ T = T_w, \ C_1 = C_{1w}, \ C_2 = C_{2w}, \ C = C_w \quad \text{at} \ \eta = 0, \]  
\[ u, \ v \to 0, \ T \to T_\infty, \ C_1 \to C_{1\infty}, \ C_2 \to C_{2\infty}, \ C \to C_\infty \quad \text{as} \ \eta \to \infty. \]

By using the Rosseland approximation, the radiative heat flux, \( q_r \), is given by

\[ q_r = -\frac{4\sigma^* \partial T^4}{3k^*} = -\frac{16\sigma^* T^3}{3k^*} \frac{dT}{dy}, \]

where \( \sigma^* \) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and \( k^* \) is the mean absorption coefficient.

In view to Eq. (9) and Eq. (3) reduces to

\[ u \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} = \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \left( \alpha + \frac{16\sigma^* T^3}{3k^*(pc)_f} \right) \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right] \]
\[ + \tau \left[ DB \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \frac{\partial C}{\partial y} + \frac{DT}{T_\infty} \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right)^2 \right] + D_{TC} \frac{\partial^2 C_1}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 C_2}{\partial y^2}. \]
Introduce the non-dimensional similarity variables as
\[
\psi = \alpha \text{Ra}_f^{\frac{1}{4}} f, \quad \text{Ra}_x = \frac{(1 - C_\infty) \beta_f (T_w - T_\infty) x^3}{v \alpha}, \quad \eta = \text{Ra}_f^{\frac{1}{4}} y, \quad \eta = \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial y},
\]
\[
v = -\frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x}, \quad T = T_\infty [1 + (\theta_w - 1) \theta (\eta)], \quad \chi_1 (\eta) = \frac{C_1 - C_\infty}{C_{1w} - C_{1\infty}},
\]
\[
\chi_2 (\eta) = \frac{C_2 - C_\infty}{C_{2w} - C_{2\infty}}, \quad \phi (\eta) = \frac{C - C_\infty}{C_w - C_\infty}, \quad \theta_w = \frac{T_w}{T_\infty}, \quad \theta_w > 1 \text{ being the temperature ratio parameter.}
\]

Using Eq. (11), Eq. (1) is automatically satisfied and the nonlinear partial differential Eqs. (2)–(6) are reduced into nonlinear ordinary differential equations as:
\[
\left(1 + \frac{1}{\beta_f}\right) f''' + \frac{1}{4 \text{Pr}} (3 f'' - 2 f') - (\theta + Nc_1 \chi_1 + Nc_2 \chi_2 - Nr \phi) = 0, \tag{12}
\]
\[
\left\{ [1 + Rd(1 + (\theta_w - 1) \theta)^3] \theta' \right\}' + \frac{3}{4} \theta' f + N_b \theta' \phi' + N_t \theta'^2 + N d_1 \chi_1'' + N d_2 \chi_2'' + 3 Rd [1 + (\theta_w - 1) \theta]^2 (\theta_w - 1) \theta'^2 = 0, \tag{13}
\]
\[
\chi_1'' + \frac{3}{4} L e_1 f \chi_1' + L d_1 \theta'' = 0, \tag{14}
\]
\[
\chi_2'' + \frac{3}{4} L e_2 f \chi_2' + L d_2 \theta'' = 0, \tag{15}
\]
\[
\phi'' + \frac{3}{4} L e f \phi' + \frac{N_t}{N_b} \theta'' = 0. \tag{16}
\]

Corresponding boundary conditions are,
\[
f = 0, \quad f' = 0, \quad \theta = 1, \quad \chi_1 = 1, \quad \chi_2 = 1, \quad \phi = 1 \text{ at } \eta = 0
\]
\[
f' \rightarrow 0, \quad \theta \rightarrow 0, \quad \chi_1 \rightarrow 0, \quad \chi_2 \rightarrow 0, \quad \phi \rightarrow 0 \text{ as } \eta \rightarrow \infty \tag{17}
\]

where $Nc_1$ and $Nc_2$ are the buoyancy ratios of salt 1 and salt 2, respectively, $Nr$ is the nanofluid buoyancy ratio parameter, Pr is the Prandtl number, $N_b$ is the Brownian motion parameter, $N_t$ is the thermophoresis parameter, $Rd$ is the radiation parameter, $N d_1$ and $N d_2$ are the modified Dufour parameter of salt 1 and salt 2 respectively, $L e_1$ and $L e_2$ are the regular Lewis number of salt 1 and salt 2, nanofluid Lewis number, Le is
the nanofluid Lewis number, \( Ld_1 \) and \( Ld_2 \) are the Dufour solutal Lewis number of salt 1 and salt 2.

These parameters are defined as follows:

\[
Pr = \frac{\nu}{\alpha}, \quad Nc_1 = \frac{\beta C_1 (C_{1w} - C_{1\infty})}{\beta T (T_w - T_\infty)}, \quad Nc_2 = \frac{\beta C_2 (C_{2w} - C_{2\infty})}{\beta T (T_w - T_\infty)}
\]

\[
Nr = \frac{(\rho_p - \rho_{fw}) C_\infty}{(1 - C_\infty) \rho_{fw} \beta T (T_w - T_\infty)}, \quad N_b = \frac{\tau D_B C_\infty}{\alpha}, \quad N_t = \frac{\tau D_T (T_w - T_\infty)}{\alpha T_\infty},
\]

\[
Nd_1 = \frac{D_{C_1} (C_{1w} - C_{1\infty})}{(T_w - T_\infty)}, \quad Nd_2 = \frac{D_{C_2} (C_{2w} - C_{2\infty})}{(T_w - T_\infty)}, \quad Rd = \frac{16 \sigma^* T_\infty^3}{3 k \kappa^*},
\]

\[
Le_1 = \frac{\alpha}{D_{S_1}}, \quad Le_2 = \frac{\alpha}{D_{S_2}}, \quad Ld_1 = \frac{D_{C_1} T (T_w - T_\infty)}{D_{S_1} (C_{1w} - C_{1\infty})}, \quad Ld_2 = \frac{D_{C_2} T (T_w - T_\infty)}{D_{S_2} (C_{2w} - C_{2\infty})}, \quad Le = \frac{\alpha}{D_B}.
\]

The local Nusselt number \( Nu_x \) and Sherwood number \( Sh_{1x}^1, Sh_{2x}^2 \) are defined as follows:

\[
Nu_x = \frac{x}{k (T_w - T_\infty)} \left( -k \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} + (q_r)_w \right)_{y=0}, \quad Sh_{1x}^1 = -\frac{x}{(C_{1w} - C_{1\infty})} \left( \frac{\partial C_1}{\partial y} \right)_{y=0},
\]

\[
Sh_{2x}^2 = -\frac{x}{(C_{1w} - C_{1\infty})} \left( \frac{\partial C_1}{\partial y} \right)_{y=0},
\]

Using Eqs. (9), (11), and (18) is reduced as

\[
(Ra_x)^{-\frac{1}{4}} Nu_x = - \left( 1 + Rd \theta_{\infty}^3 \right) \theta'(0), \quad (Ra_x)^{-\frac{1}{4}} Sh_{1x}^1 = -\chi_1'(0),
\]

\[
(Ra_x)^{-\frac{1}{4}} Sh_{2x}^2 = -\chi_2'(0),
\]

where \( Ra_x = Ax^3 \).

### 3 Numerical method

The reduced flow governing coupled ordinary differential equations (12)–(16) along with the boundary limitations (17) are resolved numerically using Runge-Kutta based procedure along with shooting method. Initially, the
set of coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations (12)–(16) are converted to a system of first order differential equations using the following procedure:

\[ f = y_1, \quad f' = y_2, \quad f'' = y_3, \quad \theta = y_4, \quad \theta' = y_5, \]

\[ \chi_1 = y_6, \quad \chi'_1 = y_7, \quad \chi_2 = y_8, \quad \chi'_2 = y_9, \quad \phi = y_{10}, \quad \phi' = y_{11}, \]

then

\[ y'_3 = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1}{4}} \left[ -\frac{1}{4 Pr} \left( 3y_1y_3 - 2y_2^2 \right) + (y_4 + Nc_1y_6 + Nc_2y_8 - Nr y_{10}) \right], \]

(20)

\[ y'_5 = \frac{1}{1 + Nd_1Ld_1 + Nd_2Ld_2 + Rd(1 + (\theta_w - 1) y_4))}\left[ -\frac{3}{4} y_1y_5 - Nby_5y_11 - Nty_5^2 \right. \]

\[ \left. + \frac{3}{4} Nd_1Le_1y_1y_7 + \frac{3}{4} Nd_2Le_2y_1y_9 \right] \times \left[ -3Rd(1 + (\theta_w - 1) y_4)^2 (\theta_w - 1) y_5^2 \right], \]

(21)

\[ y'_7 = -\frac{3}{4} Le_1y_1y_7 + Ld_1y'_5, \]

(22)

\[ y'_9 = -\frac{3}{4} Le_2y_1y_9 + Ld_2y'_5, \]

(23)

\[ y'_{11} = -\frac{3}{4} Ly_1y_{11} + \frac{Nt}{Nb} y'_5, \]

(24)

and the corresponding boundary conditions will becomes:

\[ y_1 = 0, \quad y_2 = 0, \quad y_4 = 1, \quad y_6 = 1, \quad y_8 = 1, \quad y_{10} = 1 \quad \text{at} \quad \eta = 0, \]

\[ y_2 = 0, \quad y_4 = 0, \quad y_6 = 0, \quad y_8 = 0, \quad y_{10} = 0 \quad \text{as} \quad \eta \to \infty. \]

(25)

To solve Eqs. (20)–(25), choose the values of \( y_3, y_5, y_7, y_{9}, \) and \( y_{11} \) which are not given in the initial conditions. Once all initial conditions are found, then Eqs. (20)–(24) along with (25) are solved through Runge-Kutta Fehlberg fourth-fifth order method with the successive iterative step length of 0.01. The CPU running-time for existing numerical solution was 0.032 s.
4 Results and discussion

Numerical computations are carried out for several set of values of the buoyancy ratios of salt 1 ($N_{c1}$) and salt 2 ($N_{c2}$), nanofluid buoyancy ratio parameter ($N_{r}$), radiation parameter ($R_{d}$), Brownian motion parameter ($N_{b}$), thermophoresis parameter ($N_{t}$), temperature ratio parameter ($\theta_{w}$), modified Dufour parameter of salt 1 ($N_{d1}$) and salt 2 ($N_{d2}$), regular Lewis number of salt 1 ($L_{e1}$) and salt 2 ($L_{e2}$), Dufour solutal Lewis number of salt 1 ($L_{d1}$) and salt 2 ($L_{d2}$). In order to analyze the salient features of the problem, the numerical results are presented in Figs. 1–16 and are discussed in detail. Moreover, graphical representations are made for the two cases, i.e., for $\beta = 2$ represents the Casson fluid whereas $\beta = \infty$ refers to viscous fluid.

![Figure 1: Variation of $f'(\eta)$ for the parameter $N_{c1}$](image)

Figure 1 and 2 displays the variations in the curves of $f'(\eta)$ corresponding to distinct values buoyancy ratio ($N_{c1}$ and $N_{c2}$), which is the ratio of fluid density contributions by the two solutes. From the output of these figures it can be perceived that, $f'(\eta)$ for both the salts are much influenced by buoyancy ratio. The reason for this behavior is buoyancy force which dominates with in the boundary layer. But opposite behavior can be seen
Figure 2: Variation of $f'(\eta)$ on $Nc_2$.

Figure 3: Variation of $f'(\eta)$ on $Nr$.

for increasing values of $Nr$ which can be viewed from Fig. 3.

Figure 4 exhibits the variation of temperature profile for the radiation parameter. As, the radiation parameter releases the heat energy into the
flow, internal conductivity of the fluid directs the fluid flow to be hotter hence with an increase of radiation parameter, temperature profile increases.

Figure 5 portraits that, the temperature profile is an increasing function of temperature ratio parameter. This phenomenon occurs because,
temperature ratio parameter describes the thermal state of the fluid and with the increase of this parameter temperature also increases. The role of Brownian motion and thermophoresis parameter on temperature profile can be visualized through Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.

Increase of Brownian motion parameter increases the arbitrary motion of the nanoparticle which causes more heat in the fluid and this leads to increase in temperature of the fluid. Moreover, these two parameters represent the presence of nanoparticle in the fluid. As these particles enhance the thermal conductivity of the fluid, it leads to higher temperature and
thicker thermal boundary layer.

Figure 8 and 9 reveals the impact of modified Dufour parameter of salt 1 and salt 2, respectively, on temperature profile. It is noticed that, temperature profile increases for the larger varying values of modified Dufour parameter. Larger values this parameter leads to increase the temperature as a result of greater thermal diffusivity. As thermal diffusivity increases, thermal conductivity rises which leads to increase in molecular vibrations as a result, temperature increases.
Effect of regular Lewis number for salt 1 and salt 2 on solutal concentration profiles 1 and 2 are analyzed in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. It emphasizes that, an increase of this number makes the profile to degrade due to the dependency of number on diffusion of solutal coefficient.

The variation of solutal concentration profiles 1 and 2 for Dufour solutal Lewis number of salt 1 and salt 2 are plotted in Fig. 12 and 13, respectively. A significant increase of solutal concentration profile can be seen for these parameters as a result of greater mass diffusivity. Higher mass
diffusivity represents greater probability of molecular collision which is the result of large difference in solutal concentration. Higher the concentration gradient increases the difference in solutal concentration of molecules. It
can be inferred that increase in mass diffusivity increases solutal concentration gradient resulting in solutal increased concentration and thickens the corresponding boundary layer. Moreover, it is noticed that the solutal concentration decreases exponentially from its maximum value at the plate to its minimum value at the end of the boundary layer.

Figure 14: Variation of Nu$_x$ for Nd$_1$ versus Nd$_2$.

Nusselt number for Nd$_1$, versus Nd$_2$ gradually decreases and it is illustrated in Fig. 14. From Figs. 15 and 16, it is clearly observed that Sherwood number increases for the parameter Le$_1$ versus Ld$_1$ and Le$_2$ versus Ld$_2$. Further from these figures it is noted that, variation of Sherwood number can be seen appropriately faraway from the boundary.
5 Conclusion

Triple diffusive boundary layer flow of Casson nanofluid is scrutinized in the presence of nonlinear thermal radiation. The impact of various physical
parameters are reviewed for different profiles and corresponding results are summarized as follows:

1. Velocity profile decreases for larger values of nanofluid buoyancy ratio parameter.
2. Thermal boundary layer is thicker for the effect of Brownian motion parameter, thermophoresis parameter, radiation parameter, temperature ratio parameter, modified Dufour parameter.
3. For regular Lewis number of salt 1 and 2, solutal 1 and solutal 2 profiles decreases respectively. Further same behaviour can be seen for Dufour solutal Lewis number for the corresponding profiles.
4. As compared to viscous fluid, temperature component enhances more for the Casson fluid.
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